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Study History: In the first five years of the modeling project (2012-2017, Branch 2018), we 
developed a modern Bayesian stock assessment model of Prince William Sound herring in AD 
Model Builder (Muradian et al. 2017), used it to assess the value of past data collected for the 
stock assessment (Muradian et al. 2019), and conducted a meta-analysis of global herring 
populations to put the decline of Prince William Sound herring into context (Trochta et al. 2020). 

This report covers the second period of the modeling project (2017-2022, with a no-cost 
extension to January 2023), in which a variety of modifications were made to the stock 
assessment model, including extending the start age back from age-3 to age-0, incorporating 
scientific aerial surveys of age-1 fish into the model, and assessing whether disease 
seroprevalence data (antibodies to viral hemorrhagic septicemia virus) can be incorporated into 
the stock assessment model (Trochta et al. 2022). In addition, in 2020 an alternative Bayesian 
algorithm was incorporated that reduced run time from many hours to just a few minutes 
(Monnahan et al. 2019), which enabled us to create a framework to conduct Management 
Strategy Evaluations of harvest control rules for Prince William Sound herring, work that is 
underway with Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council funding for 2022-2027. One final project 
examined factors that might have influenced recruitment and natural mortality in Prince William 
Sound herring (Trochta et al. 2021). This work resulted in the training of a Master’s student 
(Muradian 2015) and a PhD student (Trochta 2021).  

Two postdoctoral scholars were also employed, who showed that spawning of Prince William 
Sound herring has shifted both in space and time since monitoring began (McGowan et al. 2021) 
and identified environmental and population factors that might have contributed to changes in 
spawn timing (Dias et al. 2022).  

Abstract: We created a rapidly-converging Bayesian age-structured assessment model to 
provide annual updates on the status of Prince William Sound herring, showing that this 
population collapsed shortly after the Exxon Valdez oil spill and has remained at low levels for 
almost 30 years—justifying the continued moratorium on commercial fishing on this population. 
This long period of continued low abundance and recruitment are rare when compared to other 
herring populations, with no clear factor explaining higher mortality and lower recruitment, 
except for ambiguous evidence for impacts of pink salmon on mortality. Disease has long been 
implicated in the initial decline, thus seroprevalence data for viral hemorrhagic septicemia virus 
was included in the model, allowing estimates of the magnitude and impacts of past outbreaks. 
Prince William Sound herring have shifted spawning both in time and space, with some evidence 
for both population and environmental factors explaining these shifts. The stock assessment 



generally predicts that the population will rebuild, but in the absence of high recruitment, 
commercial fisheries remain closed. To plan ahead for reopening, we developed a management 
strategy evaluation framework to test harvest control rules for a future fishery on Prince William 
Sound herring.  

Key words: Clupea pallasii, modeling, management strategy evaluations, NUTS algorithm, 
Pacific herring, Prince William Sound, recruitment, stock assessment 

Project Data: Underlying data for the stock assessments, model code, and inputs are archived by 
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Modeling and stock assessment of Prince William Sound herring 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Five major projects were completed during the modeling component of the Prince William 
Sound herring program: (1) Annual stock assessments of Prince William Sound herring, using 
updated and revised versions of the Bayesian stock assessment model. (2) Simulation testing and 
implementation of disease data within the assessment model. (3) Testing different factors 
affecting natural mortality and recruitment in Prince William Sound herring. (4) Examining 
changes in spawn timing and location in Prince William Sound herring. (5) Testing hypotheses 
for changes in spawn timing. A sixth project (management strategy evaluations) is underway, but 
is not outlined here.  

Bayesian age-structured assessment model (BASA) 
The heart of the herring modeling project is the Bayesian age-structured assessment model 
(BASA) that we developed from the previous age-structured assessment (ASA) model used by 
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) to assess Prince William Sound herring for 
many years. Several modifications were made to BASA to improve performance and generality. 
Notably, it was extended to start at age-0 instead of age-3 (the age at spawning and fishing), so 
that it could be fit to the new aerial time series of age-1 schools, and also better model the 
impacts of disease on the population. In addition, although it had already ran in the efficient 
model-fitting software AD Model Builder, each run still took 6-8 hours to reach convergence. A 
modification allowed the use of a new Bayesian algorithm called the No-U-Turn Sampler 
(NUTS), which typically allows for convergence in 2-3 minutes, improving model efficiency 
more than 100-fold.  

Each year, we ran the BASA model to provide advice to ADF&G on whether Prince William 
Sound herring is recovering sufficiently to reopen commercial fishing. The fishery has been 
closed in almost all years since it collapsed in 1994. A new summary format for the assessment 
results was created in 2021 that allows for the easy porting of results into a standard eight-page 
summary. In the most recent assessment (based on 2021 data), median spawning biomass was 
estimated to be 18,100 metric tons (mt), with a 67% probability of being below minimum 
management threshold of 19,958 mt. The 2016 cohort (age 5 in 2021) continues to be the 
strongest recent cohort but is still well below the strong cohorts in the 1980s. Based on recent 
trends, Prince William Sound is projected to recover to the levels in the mid-2000s while still 
remaining far below biomass levels in 1980–1992, shortly after the Exxon Valdez oil spill.  

Including disease antibody data in the assessment model 
Fisheries stock assessments usually assume that natural mortality is constant, and none have 
previously included information on disease outbreaks. However, Prince William Sound herring 
has a unique long-standing program focused on disease prevalence, and previous work has 
implicated viral hemorrhagic septicemia virus (VHSV) as one of the key reasons for the 
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population collapse in the early 1990s. Previously, BASA included a crude index of detected 
total disease as a factor in mortality, but this index only measures disease in living herring, and 
not how many died, nor the prevalence of past outbreaks. A new measure developed by the 
herring disease program (project 21120111-E Principal Investigator Hershberger) detects the 
presence of antibodies for VHSV (seroprevalence) for many years after infection. We modeled 
disease outbreaks (on a daily scale) and herring populations (annual age structure) to simulate 
realistic seroprevalence data and were able to show that modifying BASA to include 
seroprevalence data allowed for the estimation of the timing and severity of past disease 
outbreaks. When this modification of BASA was applied to Prince William Sound 
seroprevalence data, it estimated that disease mortality in recent years has been relatively low, 
and the population currently has relatively little immunity to VHSV.   

Factors affecting natural mortality and recruitment in Prince William Sound herring 
The hardest parameters to estimate in fisheries are natural mortality and recruitment, but Prince 
William Sound herring offer a remarkable opportunity to predict these parameters given the long 
time series available for biological, oceanographic and atmospheric variables. We included 
covariates for natural mortality and recruitment into BASA and used four Bayesian model 
selection criteria to identify predictors. Three of the four criteria identified adult pink salmon 
returns as increasing natural mortality, but there was only ambiguous support for effects of other 
factors.    

Changes in spawn timing and location in Prince William Sound herring 
We assembled and digitized a long time series (1973–2019) of spawning locations and timing 
from ADF&G aerial surveys of Prince William Sound herring, finding that there were abrupt 
shifts in spawning location before the collapse in the 1990s, and then spawning shifted towards 
the southeastern parts of the Sound, while the proportion of occupied spawning areas declined 
dramatically. Spawning shifted 2-4 weeks earlier between 1980 and 2006 before shifting later 
over a seven-year period.  

Examining hypotheses for changes in spawn timing in Prince William Sound herring  
The dramatic shifts in spawn timing of Prince William Sound herring could be due to biological 
or population factors. We used generalized linear models to examine the possible effect of 15 
different factors on spawn timing, finding that earlier spawning was most closely associated with 
mean age and environmental factors such as weaker downwelling and meridional winds.  

INTRODUCTION 
Prince William Sound (PWS) herring (Clupea pallassii) are an iconic species that in the past 
played a key role as both predators and prey in this ecosystem, as well as supporting a fishery 
with catches that exceeded 40,000 metric tonnes (mt) in the 1930s, and more than 20,000 mt in 
the early 1990s. In 1993, however, their biomass collapsed and the fishery was closed, and has 
remained closed since relatively small commercial catches were taken in 1996-1998. The 
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severity of the collapse in recruitment, catches and biomass was extreme, and has lasted for an 
unusually long time compared to other herring populations around the world, as outlined in a 
meta-analysis we conducted during the first five years of Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council 
(EVOSTC) funding (Trochta et al. 2020). Many hypotheses have been suggested for their 
decline, including after-effects of the Exxon Valdez oil spill, disease, predation from humpback 
whales, competition with large hatchery releases of pink salmon, and environmental regime 
shifts (e.g. Deriso et al. 2008, Hilborn and Eggers 2000, Hulson et al. 2008, Marty et al. 2010, 
Pearson et al. 2012, Teerlink et al. 2015, Trochta and Branch 2021, Ward et al. 2017).   

The status of this population has been assessed annually using an age-structured assessment 
(ASA) model, initially coded in Excel and developed by the Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game (ADF&G), and since adapted using EVOSTC funding to run in a Bayesian framework 
(Muradian et al. 2017) running in AD Model Builder (Fournier et al. 2012), with additional 
modifications to use a faster Bayesian algorithm called the No-U-Turn sampler (NUTS, 
Monnahan and Kristensen 2018, Monnahan et al. 2017, Monnahan et al. 2019). The Bayesian 
assessment model (BASA) is described in Muradian et al. (2017) and Trochta (2021).  

In this five-year project, we ran annual assessments of PWS herring using BASA. We also used 
BASA to test which covariates best explain patterns in natural mortality and recruitment 
(Trochta et al. 2021), and modified BASA to test whether antibody data provide useful 
information for the magnitude of disease outbreaks affecting natural mortality (Trochta et al. 
2022). Additional projects by two postdoctoral scholars were undertaken using three years of 
synthesis funding, examining changes in herring spawning in space and time (McGowan et al. 
2021, Dias et al. 2022).  

OBJECTIVES 
The original objectives of the project are outlined below. Modifications are briefly described in 
italics.  

Objective 1: Maintain and update the BASA model based on the ASA model used by ADF&G, 
including annual assessment updates of PWS herring and the revision of BASA to fit to new data 
sources such as the age-0 aerial survey, condition data, and updated age at maturity. 

Objective 2: Adapting the BASA model to better model the disease component of natural 
mortality. Specifically, this would be based on new methods for detecting antibodies of viral 
hemorrhagic septicemia virus (VHSV) in archival and planned future collections of herring 
serum.  

Objective 3: Continued collection and expansion of catch, biomass, and recruitment time series 
from all herring populations around the world to place the lack of recovery of PWS herring into 
context given patterns of change in herring populations around the world.  
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Objective 4: An initial exploration of factors that may be used to predict herring recruitment, 
including oceanography, climate, competition, and predation. We expanded this objective to a 
full analysis of factors relating to recruitment and natural mortality (Trochta & Branch 2021).  

Objective 5: A management strategy evaluation (MSE) to test alternative harvest control rules 
for managing the fishery in the future, given realistic variability in productivity over time, and 
the possibility that the population has moved into a low productivity regime. Ecological, 
economic and social factors would be considered in the MSE. Work was started in 2022 after 
COVID-19 disruptions, and is nearing completion under the 2022-27 modeling project. It is not 
discussed here.  

Objective 6: Simulations to evaluate which data sources are the most useful in assessing future 
herring biomass, based on an MSE of the impact of each form of data on the accuracy of the 
BASA model. Given COVID-19, the loss of funding of many of the original data sources, and 
the longer timeline to develop an MSE, this is now included in the 2022-27 modeling project. 

In addition to these original objectives, the modeling project received three years of funding for a 
postdoctoral scholar to work on synthesis activities, which was split between two postdocs 
(McGowan and Dias), who worked on two additional projects described below: the timing and 
location of herring spawning, and factors influencing the change in herring spawn timing.  

METHODS 
The modeling study was based on Pacific herring, which is assumed to be a single population 
occupying the entire PWS for the purposes of fisheries management and assessment, although 
there are distinct spawning sites within PWS (McGowan et al. 2021).  

Maintaining and updating BASA 
The stock assessment model is outlined in detail in Muradian et al. (2017), with subsequent 
modifications outlined in Trochta (2021). The key revisions included expanding the model so 
that it started at age-0 instead of age-3. In previous years there was no need to include ages 0-2 in 
the model since the fishery and all survey data were for age-3 and above. However, with the 
development of the age-1 aerial survey index, the model needed to also fit predicted numbers at 
age-1 to this index. In addition, disease data could be obtained for the earlier ages. The age-1 
aerial survey provides valuable predictions for likely recruitment of fishery-age fish to the 
population with a two-year forecast window. Time series of condition data were not available for 
inclusion in the model in predicting over-winter mortality, so these were not included, and a 
lengthy analysis of different methods of parameterizing age-at-maturity concluded that this made 
no noticeable difference to the stock assessment outputs. Therefore age-at-maturity was 
simplified in the model to a single assumed age for all years, instead of two different ages in 
different time periods.  
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BASA was run annually on the new data collected for the fishery, and the results reported at the 
principal investigator meetings, to ADF&G, and in the annual EVOSTC reports. A more formal 
process was developed in late 2021 (Trochta et al. 2022), involving the automatic generation of 
an 8-page stock assessment summary report using RMarkDown, which creates a streamlined 
process for running the assessment and creating a document with the key figures and tables. This 
also allows for a preliminary stock assessment to be run in November each year based on data 
from the aerial age-1 survey, the aerial milt survey, and the hydroacoustic survey, together with a 
partial sample of the age composition data from the surveys. This should provide advance 
warning should the stock appear to be rapidly declining or at a high enough biomass to allow for 
a commercial fishery. The final assessment is then planned for February each year when the 
complete age-sex-length data are available.  

Including disease antibody data in the assessment model 
Full methods are included in Trochta et al. (2022), and in brief consisted of building a novel 
epidemiological model to simulate both fisheries population dynamics and the daily infections of 
disease outbreaks. This allows us to simulate the sampling of fish and testing for antibodies 
(seroprevalence), and thus generate realistic seroprevalence data by age and year such as can be 
obtained for PWS herring. Having done this, we modified BASA to include parameters for age- 
and year-specific mortality from disease, and ran the model to estimate the year and size of 
disease outbreaks, and their effect on herring mortality. The data available for VHSV 
seroprevalence in the fishery were obtained from Paul Hershberger (U. S. Geological Survey), 
and the stock assessment run with the actual disease data (Trochta 2021).  

Factors affecting natural mortality and recruitment in PWS herring 
Full details are included in Trochta et al. (2021), but the BASA model was modified so that a 
variety of alternative hypotheses could be tested. In short, recruitment or natural mortality was 
allowed to vary from year to year as a function of one or more covariates, such as disease 
prevalence, pink salmon abundance, humpback whale trends, and the oil spill. Hypothesis testing 
was conducted on the effects on annual recruitment (number of age-3 fish) and natural mortality. 
Various environmental data representing bottom-up controls (freshwater discharge, temperatures, 
sea level, upwelling) and ecosystem components acting through predation (humpback whales, 
adult pink salmon) or competition (juvenile pink salmon) are incorporated into the model as 
covariates for which we determine the posteriors on their effects. These covariates are 
represented in individual models that are fit and further grouped into recruitment and mortality 
hypotheses. Four types of Bayesian model selection criteria were used to determine the best 
fitting models. 

Changes in spawn timing and location in PWS herring 
Aerial survey data for PWS herring were compiled from surveys conducted by ADF&G between 
1973 and 2019, and then the regions with observed spawning were plotted. For analysis these 
data were partitioned into 10 km ×10 km grid cells to characterize interannual and decadal 
changes in spawning spatial patterns while accounting for cells with and without survey effort, 
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and then time series models (MARSS models) were fit to determine which spatial structure in 
spawn timing best explains the trends in spawn timing. Full details of the methods are contained 
in McGowan et al. (2021).  

Examining hypotheses for changes in spawn timing in PWS herring  
To explain the patterns in spawn timing in PWS herring, we gathered 15 environmental and 
population-level time series of data (covariates) and used these to predict spawn timing in either 
the entire PWS, or the eastern vs. western Sound (Dias et al. 2022). This division had been 
determined to be the best for the spawning patterns of herring (McGowan et al. 2021). Included 
in the covariates was an analysis to identify regime shifts in spawning biomass and surplus 
production in herring, using the sequential t-test analysis of regime shift (STARS) approach 
(e.g., Rodionov 2004, Vert-pre et al. 2013). 

RESULTS 

Stock assessment model results from BASA 
The BASA assessment model provides good fits to the mile-days of milt survey, age-1 aerial 
survey, hydroacoustic survey, and the historical egg deposition surveys that provide anchor 
points for absolute biomass (Fig. 1, Trochta et al. 2022). The assessment estimates that spawning 
biomass has recovered to 18,100 mt (95% interval 12,100–27,800 mt) from its lowest point of 
5,400 mt in 2018, but has remained low (<27,000 mt) since 1994, at just a small fraction of the 
46,800–141,800 mt spawning biomass present in the system during 1980–1993. The probability 
of being below the lower regulatory threshold of 20,000 t was 67% in 2021.  

The 2016 cohort (age-5 in 2021) continues to dominate the population (Fig. 2), comprising the 
majority of the fish sampled during the herring-spawn survey. Preliminary results from 2022 also 
continue to show most fish comprising of the 2016 cohort.  
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Figure 1. Bayesian Age Structured Analysis model fits to survey data up to 2021, based on 
data from the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) and Prince William Sound 
Science Center (PWSSC). Source: Trochta et al. (2021).  
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Figure 2. Observed (bars) and predicted (points and lines) proportions at age in the survey 
and catch for Prince William Sound herring. Source: Trochta et al. (2021).  
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Including disease antibody data in the assessment model 
Simulations were able to reproduce both the daily cycle within the main spawning season, and 
the annual effects on spawning biomass and the percent of fish that survived each outbreak, 
contain antibodies, and were infected (Fig. 3, Trochta et al. 2022). 

 

Figure 3. Disease and herring dynamics from one simulation run. Left: daily proportions 
that are susceptible, infected, and positive for seroprevalence; one line per year. Right: 
annual spawning biomass, recruitment, and percent in each disease category. Source: 
Trochta et al. (2022).  

Stock assessment models fitted to the resulting simulated seroprevalence data were able to 
produce unbiased estimates of biomass, recruitment, and disease infection rates, which exceed 
the performance of the model when seroprevalence data are excluded (Trochta et al. 2022).  

When the actual seroprevalence data collected from PWS herring in 2012–2020 were included in 
BASA (Fig. 4, Trochta 2021), peak immunity to VHSV occurs in 2015-16 and then gradually 
wanes. Infection rates are estimated to be low throughout this period, averaging 6% with a peak 
of 21% on 2014, and generally low total mortality on spawning herring even though the model 
estimates that 65% of herring infected by VHSV die (albeit with large uncertainty). Overall, the 
low rates of seroprevalence in the population (<40% for any age or year except for age-7 in 
2020), suggests that no large recent VHSV outbreaks have affected this population.   
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Figure 4. Assessment including disease estimation from seroprevalence, showing 
proportion of spawners infected with viral hemorrhagic septicemia virus (VHSV), mortality 
rates, proportion that have immunity, and spawning biomass and recruitment (at age-3) in 
the bottom two panels. Source: Trochta (2021).  

Factors affecting natural mortality and recruitment in PWS herring 
Only one covariate had support across more than two Bayesian model selection criteria (for 3 of 
4 criteria): higher adult pink salmon numbers were associated with higher adult herring natural 
mortality (Fig. 5, Trochta and Branch 2021). There was ambiguous support for other fixed 
effects on natural mortality (walleye pollock [Gadus chalcogrammus] and the North Pacific Gyre 
Oscillation) and recruitment (hatchery-released juvenile pink salmon and a 1989 regime shift). 
Generally, similar criteria values among covariates suggest no clear evidence for a consistent 
effect of any covariate. 
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Figure 5. Model selection values for covariates explaining natural mortality (red) or 
recruitment (blue), for four model selection criteria (panels). Better models have smaller 
values than the Null model. The criteria are Pareto-smoothed importance-sampled leave-
one-out cross-validation scores (PSIS-LOO), Watanabe-Akaike Information Criterion 
(WAIC), posterior predictive loss (PPL), and Deviance Information Criterion (DIC). PDO 
= Pacific Decadal Oscillation, NPGO = North Pacific Gyre Oscillation; GOA = Gulf of 
Alaska; and SSB = spawning stock biomass. Source: Trochta & Branch (2021). 

Changes in spawn timing and location in PWS herring 
We found abrupt shifts in spawn distribution that preceded both rapid increases in population 
size in the 1980s and its later collapse (Fig. 6, McGowan et al. 2021). After the collapse, 
spawning shifted away from historical regions and contracted into a smaller area in the 
southeastern part of PWS, while the proportion of occupied spawning areas declined from 65% 
to <9%. Spawn timing also varied, and there was a spatial component to this change as well. The 
best explanatory model showed that spawn timing differed between the eastern and western 
portions of PWS: the median spawn date shifted earlier by 26 days in eastern areas and 15 days 
in western areas of PWS between 1980 and 2006, and then shifted later by 25 (eastern) and 19 
(western) days over a seven-year period (Fig. 7, McGowan et al. 2021, Dias et al. 2022).   
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Figure 6. Distribution of PWS herring spawning (red cells) and extent of survey coverage 
(black boundaries) from 1973 to 2019 by decade. Spawn patterns are represented as 
quantiles of mile-days of milt summed within each 10×10 km grid cell by decade, although 
patterns in the 1970s may be biased due to gaps in coverage. Source: McGowan et al. 
(2021).  
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Figure 7. Changes in spawn timing of PWS herring for two scenarios: Sound-wide, and 
split into eastern and western portions of the Sound. Bars show the start and end of 
observed spawning, and color the number of observed spawning events. Source: Dias et al. 
(2022).  

 

Hypotheses for changes in spawn timing in PWS herring  
Earlier spawn timing was associated with higher biomass in the eastern Sound and older mean 
age in the western Sound (Fig. 8). Across the entire sound, earlier spawning was associated with 
weaker downwelling, weaker meridional winds, and the positive phase of the Pacific-North 
American teleconnection pattern, which is characterized by warmer North Pacific waters (Fig. 
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9). We also found that PWS herring have undergone three regime shifts in surplus production 
(Fig. 10), with initial (1980–1988) high surplus production (and high biomass), followed by large 
negative surplus production and population collapse (1989–1993), and finally a long period of 
near-zero surplus production and low biomass (1994–2020). However, these regimes in surplus 
production (and the regimes in biomass) did not predict changes in spawn timing in the model. 

 

Figure 8. Mean herring spawn date compared to mean age in the herring population, for 
(A) the entire Prince William Sound, and (B) western, and (C) eastern regions. 
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Figure 9. Estimated relation between spawning date across PWS (gray), and the western 
(green) and eastern (orange) regions. Variables are ordered from top to bottom by their 
explanatory power. SST = sea surface temperature, PNA = Pacific-North American 
teleconnection pattern. Source: Dias et al. (2022).  
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Figure 10. Regimes in spawning stock biomass (SSB) and surplus production for PWS 
herring, estimated with a five-year moving window. Source: Dias et al. (2022).  

 

DISCUSSION 
The regular BASA assessment of PWS herring continue to affirm that this population collapsed 
in the early 1990s and has since remained in a regime with low recruitment, spawning biomass 
and surplus production. Annual estimates of spawning biomass show a high probability of being 
below the lower regulatory threshold for reopening the fishery. This is true even though the 2016 
cohort continues to comprise most of the spawning fish. Future assessments will be based on 
fewer data sources and likely be more uncertain, because of the end of EVOSTC funding to the 
hydroacoustic survey (project 21120111-G), which together with the aerial milt survey (project 
21160111-F), provided estimates of relative biomass each year. In this context, funding is most 
needed for advance notice of a likely rebuilding of the stock, which can only happen with a very 
strong recruitment event. The aerial age-1 schools index provides this need with a two-year 
advance notice, which is sufficient time for the fishery to plan for reopening. Future work will 
use the management strategy evaluation started under this funding, to test which datasets are the 
most valuable moving into the future.  

Including the disease data in BASA (Trochta 2021, Trochta et al. 2021) marks a landmark in 
fisheries stock assessment modelling: the first stock assessment that can estimate the magnitude 
of disease outbreaks, mortality from disease, and the resulting impact on natural mortality. 
Current estimates show relatively low disease impact on the population, but also a cautionary 
note that the proportion of the population with positive seroprevalence is low, suggesting that the 
population could be susceptible to a VHSV outbreak. Continued work is needed to update the 
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stock assessment so that the base results reported each year are fully integrated with the new 
seroprevalence data collected as part of Paul Hershberger’s EVOSTC-funded disease project 
(project 21120111-E). Our previous simulation work showed that past disease prevalence data is 
relatively cheap and provides highly valuable information for the assessment (Muradian et al. 
2019), and it is likely that the newer seroprevalence data will be similarly valuable.   

Our investigation into the causes for the decline and continued low abundance of PWS herring 
did not reveal any particular smoking gun, but highlighted factors that have long been considered 
important. Notably, higher pink salmon numbers in PWS were associated with lower herring 
numbers, suggesting an avenue for further investigation. The 2022-27 funding from EVOSTC 
includes three projects of high relevance to herring: pink salmon and herring interactions; 
pollock and herring interactions; and our modeling project to build a model of intermediate 
complexity (MICE model) that includes humpback whales, pink salmon, pollock, and herring.  

In addition to interactions with possible competitions and predators, our projects identified a 
wide variety of oceanographic and climatic factors as being possible determinants of higher 
herring mortality, lower herring recruitment, and changes in herring spawn timing. As is 
common in such investigations, however, highlighting which factors are the most important leads 
to ambiguous results, with some factors identified as important using one metric, while other 
factors are important when a different metric is used (Trochta & Branch 2021, Dias et al. 2022). 
Indeed, trying to predict recruitment from environmental factors has long bedeviled fisheries 
scientists (Myers 1998). The basic problem is that most fisheries time series are relatively short, 
interactions are highly complex, and successful high recruitment likely relies on a confluence of 
multiple factors all being at optimal levels.   

Nevertheless, we continue to believe that PWS herring provide the very best opportunity possible 
to tease out key factors in predicting changes in recruitment, natural mortality, and spawn timing. 
Few regions, if any, in the world contain such a rich dataset of biological, oceanographic, and 
climate indexes that has been maintained for such a long period of time. If fisheries science ever 
will solve these problems, it will be because of the data collected here.   

CONCLUSIONS 
PWS herring remain at low levels with no sign of recovery, decades after recovery would be 
expected given trends in other herring populations around the world (Trochta et al. 2020), and 
our analysis of regimes revealed that the population has been in a low biomass and low surplus 
production regime since 1994 (Dias et al. 2022). Continued monitoring and stock assessment is 
needed to ensure that the population does not decline further, and for advance warning to allow 
for fishery reopening should recovery be imminent. No single factor explains the decline and 
continued failure to recover in this population, but new investigations into possible competitors 
and predators (pink salmon, pollock, and humpback whales), disease, and environmental factors, 
could yet provide a satisfactory explanation.  
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